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About This Game

Wand Wars VR is an innovative roguelike magic action adventure VR game with easy style by Unreal Engine 4, single mode has
8-10 hours play time to experience the whole world.

In Magic Age, you just become a wizard rookie of the Magic Academy, the academy is attacked by mysterious demons.
Although the enchantment can protect the academy for now, it can't last long. The best way to defend is to attack! Find the

enemy's lair and crash them!

FEATURES

Roguelike

Random maps, random battles, random items, this game has a great replayability

Rich Content

8-10 hours play time, 5 bosses, 3 levels, dozens of skills, almost 100 equipments

Easy Style

We are not serious, we are not painful, we tease everything, including ourselves
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Innovation

Drawing recognition, full body IK, and the finishing moves!
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Title: Wand Wars VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Colossus Interactive
Publisher:
Colossus Interactive
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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wand wars rise vr. wand wars vr

I've had a lot of fun so far. The attention to detail on the weapons is incredible and so much fun.. Short and sweet.. You can
finish this game in 1 hour. It\u00b4s a realy little game and u cant expect much.
But I liked to play it. It\u00b4s easy and a good way to passing the time.. I honestly don't understand all the negative reviews for
this game.... I had a lot of fun with the combat. The jennies are difficult until you get dodging down and other special moves.
Dodging is extreamly essential in this game, it just takes some time getting used to and learning the patterns of enemies,
especially some of the later boss fights. I enjoyed the anime fan\/otaku humor, even if it was simple jokes here and there. The
anime references where good too and I usually don't care for referential humor, but this game gets a pass from me. They where
executed well, which is what matters. Nothing side splitting but it got me to chuckle each time. The 'lore' was interesting too, or
'world' whatever you want to call it. The story is simple but I like the world that it is in; where an anime nerd gets transformation
girl powers and has a rival and such. And the sexy, crazy bosses. The boss fights where fun and the bosses themselves where
pretty fun as characters. The levels are short, I would prefer they be longer but it's nothing I'm gonna knock the game for. The
game creators recommend a game pad but I got by just find with my keyboard.

I would love to see a sequel.. No Bueno. Mouse doesn't work. Am I going to lose my time trying to fix it ?. Didn't play the alpha,
bought the beta on steam release.
Not recommanding it doesn't mean I think the game is bad or not worth it, but I think that anyone that doesn't have an
unquenchable craving for this type of game might just as well wait for this game to mature. Maybe because of all the games
releasing as early access did I forget what a true beta is. Last Epoch is in early beta, and it really shows.

Optimization is poor, skill animation quality is uneven, combat isn't smooth, campaign far from done and disappointing so far
(the time traveling thing is literally used in 1 quest only)

That could be a death sentence for any "hack&slash" if it weren't for all the things Last Epoch does well.

It gets rather obviously a lot of inspiration from Path of Exile, and if you're familiar with PoE you shouldn't feel lost at all with
LE's mechanics. On the other hand, it brings a lot of new and fresh ideas, so that someone that didn't like PoE might still like
this game.

For exemple, the skill progression trees feels really good, but, again, I felt blueballed when the skill progression was available
only for the ~5 first skills of any class (out of 20-ish skills per class).

To sum it up, Last Epoch has a lot of potential, but in its current state you should really consider if you need to play it right now
or if you can afford to wait a few months. It's definitely headed in the right direction, but it just lacks too much polish.

It sucks putting "not recommanded", because it doesn't help the devs and they never lied on the state of the game, but it is my
honest feeling.. Classic title, great HD remaster from original worms 4 and 3d.
Although, its better to get it only when on sale it isnt worth buying on full price.
Highly recommended if its on sale.. i would definitly recommend this game, plus it would be great if more Point&Click games
are created in Dark Eyes universe.. Hahaha, this game is really fun. Sometimes u just dunno what the hell is going on! There was
one moment when the village got burned down and peasant stolen and I got no clue on why\/how this happened, or another time
when I had to escape from the Tower saving villagers the game just mysteriously took us out to the village. Oh, and my
favourite! The library which got me stuck at one point and I raged putting all the books to fire )))
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Absolutely loved this game! These types of games are why I always automatically buy everything by Artifex Mundi! Beautiful
graphics, voice acting is great, story is interesting, and no errors that I noticed. Nothing was glitchy or bugged. Great overall
experience. If you you like hidden object puzzles, this is a must try!. This game is worth its moeny.

Check my video if you want to see it's gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RV0PYHj1ZYg&t=211s. buggy game my mana wont replenish after the 3.8 update. Slap
Simulator 2k17

Could of been so much more, But half the time you slap one dude once then run off until they all ♥♥♥♥♥Slap eachother to
their deaths...Multiplayer would of been fun, FREE ROAM would of been great... its good for 20 minutes then is really boring,
As i said it could of been so much more...

EDIT: Just found out that this was a scam. all assets and everythign was taken from another ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game he created and he
just added a slap feature...
REPORT THIS. We Slay Monsters is a roguelike where you fight monsters with poker hands you create from cards randomly
dealt to you. Each of the three classes has different ways to manipulate the deck, and the card suits have various special attacks
depending on the class, so they all play very, very differently, and each of them is suited to different types of
monsters/dungeons. The game vaguely follows Desktop Dungeons pattern of having 25 'story' dungeons (i.e., themed dungeons
with certain set attributes - everything inside them is still randomised) and a whole load of side dungeons for grinding out
permanent unlocks. It's also super unbalanced, with some special abilities an order of magnitude better than others.

Despite (or maybe because) of all that, We Slay Monsters is very good at creating the kind of chaotic memorable fights and
daring escapes that roguelikes specialise in. And it's simply super fun to figure out how to use the various diverse tools at your
disposal to beat an overpowering force. It looks childish, but it sort of goes well together with the game's anything goes
approach. It's a great cartoonish antidote to the games obsessed with balance and tiny incremental upgrades to control the
players. It used to be♥♥♥♥♥♥easy, but the addition of hard mode in the recent patch has made it an easy recommendation.

Major Update:
We just release a major update, fix some bugs and change the default language to English, please enjoy it.. Wand Wars VR
Now Available!:
Wand Wars VR Early Access now available!

Greetings everyone! After 18 months hard work, our new VR game is finally ready for you to play!

Hope you can enjoy the game, your feedbacks are valuable for us to improve it from Early Access to full version!
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